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Dark Intercept by Andrew & Wilson    
A Navy SEAL agrees to help an old estranged

friend find his kidnapped daughter but has
difficulties for personal reasons… plus he isn’t

accustomed to being an investigator. 
 

Shock and Awe by Christy Barritt     
A police chief starts receiving threats—not

only against herself but against a child in her
care, a little girl who seems to be tangled in a

deadly scheme.    
  

Never Leave Me by Jody Hedlund   
After the  disappearance of her father and

sister, Ellen wants nothing to do with the holy
water they were seeking, even if it would cure
her deadly genetic disease, until a friend helps

her recognize its true power. 

 

Aftermath by Terri Blackstock    
When police stop Dustin with a warrant to
search his trunk, he knows there's been a

mistake. But the officers find explosives, and he
can't fathom how they got there. 

Who the Bishop Knows by Vannetta Chapman    
Every year, residents of a small Amish

community in Colorado look forward to the
state's oldest professional rodeo. But this year,

the Stampede turns deadly for one Amish man.
Did rodeo fans see an unfortunate accident—or

something more sinister?      
 

What Happened on Beale Street by Mary Ellis
A cryptic plea from a childhood friend sends
a couple to help. They find signs of a struggle
at the address—and signs of a lifestyle not in

keeping with the choirboy they fondly
remember. 

To Disguise the Truth by Jen Turano
When Arthur Livingston seeks out the agency

to find a missing heiress, Eunice Holbrooke
realizes her past has finally caught up with

her. In order to avoid Arthur and conceal her
real identity, Eunice goes undercover on

another case.    
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The Prince of Spies by Elizabeth Camden
Luke Delacroix's hidden past as a spy has him
carrying out an ambitious agenda--thwarting

the reelection of his only real enemy.



Threads of Suspicion by Dee Henderson  
 Detective Evie Blackwell and her new partner

investigate two cold cases while navigating
growing suspicions about public agendas and

questions in Evie's personal life. 

Through Waters Deep by Sarah Sundin    
When evidence of sabotage is uncovered, a

Boston Navy Yard secretary and Navy officer
work together to discover the culprit. 

The Catch by Lisa Harris
An Amber Alert forces two deputy US

marshals into a race to find a woman who’d
rather stay hidden, a baby who needs to be

found, and a murderer they've been tracking
for years.

The Reckoning at Gossamer Pond by Jaime Jo
Wright

An inheritance forces Annalise to face dark
secrets about a death that occurred a century

earlier. 

Edge of Dusk  by Colleen Coble
A law enforcement ranger searches for answers
regarding her troubled past. Not only do new
personal tragedies strike, but she also finds a

body floating in Lake Superior.

Medical Judgment by Richard L. Mabry, MD 
A recently widowed doctor is beset by stalkers
and finds her home set on fire. Who is behind
this, why is it happening, and whom can she

trust?

Nerves of Steele by Susan Sleeman
Millions of dollars in jewels go missing in a

jewelry store, but the security cameras show no
theft taking place—which is not acceptable for
the store’s security manager, who is hoping for

a promotion.

Trace of Doubt by DiAnn Mills
A woman who was sent to prison for murder is
now on parole, and the special agent who was

first assigned her case goes undercover to
discover the truth once and for all.

Critical Alliance by Elizabeth Goddard 
A cybersecurity specialist with a criminal past
joins a troubled federal agent to disarm deadly

threats and protect national security secrets
hidden in an up-and-coming tech company.

The Way of the Brave by Susan May Warren
Jenny climbs mountains to forget what she's

done, who she was. But when an excursion up
Denali turns deadly, she is forced to accept

the help of the one man she hoped she'd never
see again—the man she nearly killed.

A Treacherous Mix by Kathy Herman
When Hawk wakes up by a lake at sunset, all he
remembers is a horrific dream about a spider.

Then he realizes that the young woman he
broke every vow to have an affair with is gone. 

The Deadly Shallows by Dani Pettrey
A Coast Guard Flight Medic is caught in a

mass shooting at a Coast Guard graduation—
and little does she know that she overheard

something that could expose the mastermind's
identity. 

Crosshairs by Patricia Bradley
When an ISB Ranger returns to her hometown
to investigate the murder of a teenage girl, she
doesn't suspect she'll become the murderer's

next target. 

Life Flight by Lynette Eason
This helicopter pilot is used to stress, but an
emergency landing in a storm with a critical
patient on board would test the limits of the

best of pilots. When news of a serial killer
reaches her, it's clear the stress has just begun. 

Free Fall by Nancy Mehl
When dark-haired women across Virginia

begin to suddenly disappear, an FBI behavioral
analyst is tasked with hunting the kidnapper
down… and becomes abducted herself at an

abandoned amusement park.

Labyrinth of Lies by Irene Hannon
A detective and former colleague go

undercover at an exclusive girls' school and
discover that no one is who they seem to be…

and danger waits at every turn. 


